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Abstract
Reactive programming is an emerging programming para-
digm where reactive behavior in modern so�ware that peri-
odically responds to changes in surrounding environments
is naturally and declaratively represented. One well-known
technique for debugging reactive programs is time-traveling
where we can pause the execution and rewind to any earlier
point in the execution history. On the other hand, anomalies
in a data stream o�en appear in the form where the stream
sometimes conveys an error, which may repeat over time. To
�nd such an error, an aid to overview the execution history
might help. In this paper, we propose a tool that visualizes
the execution history of a program wri�en in a reactive
programming language to help the programmer �nd when
suspicious updates of reactive values occur in the history.
We also propose a method to record the execution history
that makes this visualization possible. �en, we provide a
couple of research questions that will be answered in the
future work.
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1 Introduction
Reactive programming (RP) is a paradigm where change
propagation between reactive values, each of which consti-
tutes a data stream in that its value is periodically updated,
is declaratively speci�ed. �ere have been lots of program-
ming languages that directly provide language features to
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support RP, and it has been shown that reactive behavior
in modern so�ware that periodically responds to changes
in surrounding environments is naturally represented in
such languages. Examples are reactive extensions (Rx) to
lots of modern programming languages, functional reactive
programming (FRP) languages [1, 2, 15] where we can declar-
atively specify networks of time-varying values (i.e., signals),
and languages that integrate signals with event-based pro-
gramming [4, 6, 12].

One well-known technique for debugging programs in RP
is time-traveling. Elm provides a time-traveling debugger
that enables programmers to pause the execution and rewind
to any earlier point in the execution history [7]. Reactive
Inspector [13], a debugger for REScala [12], also provides a
similar mechanism that is combined with visualization of
signal networks.

One limitation of such time-traveling debuggers is that the
history of execution is perceived only through animations
and thus we cannot grasp the whole execution history in
a single display. For example, anomalies in a data stream
o�en appear in the form where the stream sometimes con-
veys a wrong value. �us, we �rst would like to overview
what values the stream had conveyed in the execution, and
then directly go back to the execution point when the wrong
value was produced to inspect the reason for this anomaly by
following the dependency graph of signal networks. How-
ever, using the time-traveling debuggers we need to carefully
replay the execution to �nd the execution point where some
suspicious update of reactive value occurs, which can be a
time-consuming task.

�is paper proposes a tool, which is an extension of Re-
active Inspector, that visualizes the execution history of a
program wri�en in an RP language to help the program-
mer �nd when suspicious updates of reactive values occur
in the history. One issue in implementing this tool is how
to represent one execution step. In Reactive Inspector, this
step corresponds to one update or propagation of a signal
value; i.e., while the propagations in a single connected sig-
nal network theoretically occur at the same time, the debug-
ger shows every step in the propagations that are sorted
and sequentially executed. However, from the viewpoint of
the execution history, the visualizer should show that those
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propagations occur at the “same time,” which is more natural
w.r.t. the semantics of RP languages [4]. �us, in our visu-
alizer, one execution step consists of propagations within
the same connected signal network. We also consider that
our tool enhances program comprehension in RP languages,
as it shows the logical timing of reactive execution that is
coherent with the RP language semantics.

To determine the set of propagations that occur in the
same time, additional analysis to log the execution history
is necessary. Assuming a glitch-free RP language, our tool
maintains a logical time whose update is synchronized with
update propagation in a single connected signal network.
Our tool records this logical time for each signal update;
thus, our tool can determine which updates occur at the
same time.

Finally, we raise a couple of research questions, which will
be answered in the future work, to study whether the pro-
posed tool is really e�ective for RP debugging and program
comprehension.

�e contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
• �e design of time-traveling visualizer, which is co-

herent with the RP language semantics w.r.t. the up-
date propagation timing, where we can overview the
history of update propagations in the signal network
to help the programmer �nd errors that sometimes
occur in the history.
• �e method to record the execution history that can

be applied to our visualization tool.
• �e design of our future research in the form of re-

search questions.

2 Motivation
2.1 RP: A Brief Overview
RP has been proposed to address the limitations of procedural
languages, which heavily depend on callbacks to represent
reactivity, and such callbacks make programs di�cult to
understand, analyze, and achieve separation of concerns
because of the inversion of control triggered by them. Two
language constructs, signals and events, play important roles
in RP.

A signal directly represents a time-varying value, i.e., a
value that is a function of time. For example, the following
code fragment shows motor control so�ware in REScala [12],
where the power of the motor is determined using a function,
namely, f, according to the current sensor value.
val powerDifference = Signal{ f(sensorValue()) }

�is declares a signal (time-varying value) powerDifference
that depends on sensorValue, which is also a signal. By ac-
cessing sensorValue, we can obtain the value of the sensor
at this time, and by accessing powerDifference, the power
di�erence at this time is obtained accordingly. �is means
that every update in sensorValue is automatically propa-
gated to powerDifference. �us, these signals declaratively

represent the functional dependency between the sensor
value and the motor.

�e other mechanism is an event, which is useful when
signals interact with existing imperative programs. For exam-
ple, the motor will be accompanied by the API for controlling
it, which is implemented as a legacy library where the power
of the motor is set by an imperative operation. In such a
case, we can represent an update of powerDifference as
an event, and register an event handler that propagates this
update to the library function, namely, adjustMotor that
changes the power of the motor. REScala provides several
built-in functions that return an event. For example, changed
is a function that returns an event that is �red everytime
the value of the receiver signal is updated. �e following
code fragment registers an event handler that is called ev-
erytime the value of powerDifference is changed to call
adjustMotor with current value of powerDifference.

powerDifference.changed +=

{ (e) -> adjustMotor(e) }

2.2 Debugging for RP
RP mechanisms are now well-studied, and known to be use-
ful for a variety of application domains including, e.g., Web
applications [6] and embedded systems [14]. As RP lan-
guages abstract the underlying computation details in a quite
di�erent way from the imperative languages, we should con-
sider a di�erent way of tool support for so�ware develop-
ment using RP [13]. In this paper, we focus on a debugging
support for RP.

To inspect what is going on in a program wri�en in an RP
language, there have been two useful ways of tool support
that do not appear in the traditional breakpoint debugging
for imperative languages: (1) visualization of signal networks
and (2) time-traveling. In RP, computations occur in the
form of update propagation throughout the signal networks
that represent the dependency between signals. Reactive
Inspector [13], a debugger for REScala, revealed that visual-
izing how such networks are constructed and evolved, and
showing which value is conveyed in a particular part of prop-
agation are quite useful for debugging for RP. �ese features
are achieved by se�ing a breakpoint on each creation and
update of a signal.

Time-traveling enables programmers to pause the execu-
tion and rewind to any earlier point in the execution history,
which was realized in the Elm debugger [7]. Reactive Inspec-
tor also provides a similar feature that enables back-in-time
debugging, i.e., changes in the signal network over time can
be inspected by navigating the execution history back and
forth.

Figure 1 shows the visualization of signal dependency in
Reactive Inspector. Each rounded rectangle represents a reac-
tive node in the network such as a signal or an event handler.
�is is a snapshot of a particular execution point, and each
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Figure 1. Visualizing a signal network

val year = Var(0)

val judge = Signal{

year()%4==0 ||

(year()%100!=0 && year()%400==0) }

val message = Signal{

if (judge()) "Leap Year" else "Normal Year"}

year.changed += { _ => println(message.now) }

Figure 2. A bug in judging leap year.

signal contains the value at that execution point. We can
observe how update propagation proceeds by replaying the
execution in a stepwise or back-in-time manner. We can also
inspect how this network is constructed and evolved.

2.3 Limitation in Existing Debugging
One limitation of time-traveling is that the execution history
is perceived only through animations; it plays as a �ipbook
where each page is a snapshot of the signal network at a
particular time. On the other hand, anomalies in a data
stream, which constitutes values of a signal over time, o�en
appear in the form where the stream sometimes conveys a
wrong value. �us, inspecting such values over time would
be helpful to �nd the bug. However, in the time-traveling
se�ing, we cannot overview the list of execution points in a
single display.

To be precise, we use an example program that judges
whether every each year that passes in a data stream in
the order is leap year (Figure 2). �is example is wri�en
in REScala, and both judge and message are signals that
convey boolean and string values, respectively. �e variable
year is also a signal, which is special, as it does not depend
on any other signals and its value is imperatively updated.
In this paper, we call such a signal a source signal. �e signal
year conveys integer values, each of which is consumed
by judge to evaluate whether current value of year is a
leap year. �is judgment is consumed by message to pro-
duce a string representation for that judgment that is �nally
displayed by the event handler registered to year.changed.
�is handler is called every time the value of year is updated.

�is program is not correct, as it accidentally judges every
multiplier of 100 as a leap year. �is kind of failure might be

overlooked, as it does not always produce a wrong value; at
least 99 of 100 values in message are correct in this program.
If we could overview the history of message, it would be
much easier to �nd what is going on, because we can �nd
the pa�ern of anomaly that is repeated over time.

3 Approach
To address this limitation, we propose a visualization of the
execution history, where we can overview all the past com-
putations in a particular signal network to help programmers
�nd some anomaly pa�erns that are repeated over time. To
this end, we extend Reactive Inspector, the aforementioned
debugger for REScala, which already provides a mechanism
to record the history of signal networks that can be a basis
for our visualization tool.

3.1 Propagation Traces
To visualize the execution history, we need to preserve an
execution trace [10], which is a sequence of execution points.
To make our discussion precise, we need to de�ne what is an
execution point. For example, an execution point might be
every step in the program execution. However, such a �ne-
grained execution point is not meaningful for our purpose,
as we only focus on signal updates and their propagations.
For example, to enable time-traveling, Reactive Inspector
records every signal update, as well as every construction
of signal network and every call of event handler. �ese
records are necessary for back-in-time debugging and replay
of the execution. In other words, Reactive Inspector de�nes
an execution point as an update of a signal. So the question
is whether this de�nition is suitable for our purpose.

To answer this question, we �rst need to see the fact that,
when visualizing the execution history, we are concerned
with the logical time. Actually, every connected update prop-
agation triggered by an update of a source signal occurs in
the logically same time. Even though each update of signal
in the same connected network is performed in di�erent real
time, semantically there is no time progress. �is semantics
enhances the language understandability in particular for
the RP languages that do not provide any explicit notion of
time [4]. For example, when year in Figure 2 is updated,
judge and message are simultaneously updated. �ose up-
dates are considered a single atomic operation, and there are
no inconsistent situations where, e.g., year is updated while
other connected signals remain in the old values.

Even though Reactive Inspector is useful to inspect the
�ow of propagations (e.g., inspecting the propagation order),
to show the execution history, we require a more coarse-
grained de�nition for an execution point. We de�ne an exe-
cution point as a set of signal updates that are performed in
the same logical time. We note that, to visualize a sequence
of such execution points, we need to record additional in-
formation in the log that indicates the set of signal updates
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that occur in the same time, which is explained in the next
section.

3.2 Recording Propagations in the Same Time
To make it possible for our visualization tool to identify the
set of signal updates that occur in the same time, the tool tags
each signal update with the time when that update occurs.
For example, consider the case where the existing tool can
record the name of signal and the new value when that
signal is updated, and the format of this record looks like:
signalName:newValue. We extend this record to include
the update time: signalName:newValue, time. �us, the
execution history of the example in Figure 2 looks like as
follows:

1 year:1898, 20352

2 judge:false, 20352

3 message:Normal Year, 20352

4 ...

5 year:1899, 20362

6 judge:false, 20362

7 message:Normal Year, 20362

�is log indicates that the �rst three lines (lines 1-3) and the
last three lines (lines 5-7) occur in the same time.

It is obvious that the time in the records should not be
the current time obtained by the environment. While update
propagations in a connected signal network occur in logically
the same time, these are sequentially performed in possibly
di�erent real time. �us, we need a mechanism to maintain
a logical time at runtime that is di�erent from the real time.

�is logical time is incremented everytime a new update
of a connected signal network, i.e., an update of a source
signal (Var), is detected. As REScala is a glitch free language,
each update of logical time can be synchronized. In our tool,
the value of this logical time remains in the same value until
all propagations in the connected network end. �us, when
recording updates of signals, we can record the same logical
time for the propagations in the same connected network.

We note that an invocation of an event handler is per-
formed a�er the update of the corresponding signal. For
example, the event handler for year.changed in Figure 2
is called a�er the update of year (and of course a�er the
update of every connected signal), and thus message used in
the event handler always conveys the value a�er the update.
�is means that the call of event handler is performed in
di�erent logical time from the update of the corresponding
signal.

3.3 Visualizing the History
�e analyzed propagation trace is visualized as shown in
Figure 3. �is diagram shows a history of the signal network
in Figure 2 and its associated event handler. We assume that
a single network is selected for visualization. Horizontal
arrows indicate the progress of the logical time. Dashed

vertical arrows indicate the update propagations, and solid
vertical arrows indicate the event handler calls. Each oval
indicates a value of the signal at a particular logical time.
Signal updates tagged by the same logical time are placed in
the same vertical line; thus, it is easy to see the propagations
that occur in each execution point. It is also easy to see
that each event handler call is triggered a�er the update
propagations.

A su�le issue arises when we consider evolution of the
signal network. In REScala, a signal network is evolving dy-
namically. For example, in Figure 2, the source signal year
is created �rst, and then judge is created and connected
with year. �ese creations and connection occur in di�erent
logical time; e.g., year may be updated before judge is con-
nected with that. Our visualization tool should re�ect such
timings in the evolution of the signal network.

Figure 4 shows how our tool visualizes evolution of the
signal network. Each creation of signal that is created later
is not placed directly below the formerly created signal but
shi�ed to right, which means that, e.g., judge is created and
connected with the network a�er the creation of year, and
message is created and connected with the network a�er the
creation of judge. In the log record, each creation of signal
is assigned with the di�erent logical time; thus we can easily
implement this shi�ing. In this example, the source signal,
year, is not updated during the evolution. �us, initial values
for each judge and message are calculated using the initial
value of year.

Figure 5 shows the case where there is a branch in the
signal network. In this case, each year in the Japanese Era is
calculated for each year in the Christian Era. �is diagram
shows that there is a branch at the update of year, and to
re�ect the fact that this branch is updated at the same logical
time with the update of judge and message, the sink of
branch is located in the same vertical line with the sinks to
judge and message.

Even though the aforementioned examples contain only a
single signal network, we note that this mechanism can easily
be extended to multiple signal networks, as our mechanism
rely only on the logical time. One issue is how to �lter
irrelevant parts of the network from a large scale diagram.
For this purpose, we are planning to develop an extension
of the query mechanism provided by Reactive Inspector.
We also note that our signal networks are limited to those
represented in Reactive Inspector. For example, a nested
network (i.e., a signal of a signal) is not visualized in our
tool.

4 Discussion and Research�estions
Currently we are developing a visualizer of RP execution
traces that is proposed in this paper. Our hypothesis is that
this visualization enhances e�ciency of �nding bugs in the
programs wri�en in a RP language. By “e�ciency” we mean
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Figure 3. Visualization of the history of Figure 2

Figure 4. Visualizing evolution of the signal network

Figure 5. A branch in propagation

both cost e�ciency and high bug detection rate. An ad-
vantage of our tool is that our tool shows each signal as a
data stream while preserving the visibility of dependency
between signals. By showing each signal as a data stream,
we can easily see anomaly pa�erns that are repeated over
the stream. For example, in Figure 3, we can see the pa�ern

that every multiplier of 100 is accidentally judged as a leap
year.

We also consider that this tool enhances program compre-
hension in RP languages. �is tool visualizes the RP language
semantics in that every update in the same connected signal
network occurs in “the same time,” and the handler is called
a�er the update, i.e., a signal referred in the handler holds
the value a�er the update. �is might be tricky for novice
programmers. For example, in Figure 2, a programmer who
is used to imperative languages would consider that judge
is updated a�er year is updated, and message is updated
a�er judge is updated. �is consideration is not a mistake,
as it re�ects the propagation ordering. However, this pro-
grammer might accidentally consider that the event handler
for year.changed is called just a�er the update of year and
before the update of message. Our visualization correctly
shows the (logical) timing of propagations and event handler
calls. �us even a novice for RP can easily understand that
message referred in the event handler holds the value a�er
the update propagations.

However, these our prospections have not been validated
yet. To validate them, we raise the following research ques-
tions whose answers will be provided in the future research.

RQ1. Is debugging of reactive applications with the pro-
posed visualization easier than with debugging only
with time-traveling?

RQ2. Does the visualization help novices to understand
programs wri�en in an RP language?

5 Related Work
While RP languages are now well-studied, how to support
RP in the entire development process, including debugging,
using a proper tool ecosystem remains as a research issue.
Reactive Inspector [13], which we have introduced in this pa-
per, is the debugger that visualizes update propagations and
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the evolution of the signal networks. �is also enables back-
in-time debugging, similar to time-traveling, that enables the
execution to rewind to any earlier execution point. Our tool
is based on this debugger to make us possible to overview
the execution history. Yampa Debugger [8] demonstrates
particular challenges in testing and debugging in interactive
applications can be eased in a pure FRP language. Its GUI
tool visualizes an input stream and violations of assertions
based on temporal logic. On the other hand, our tool puts
more emphasis on how a particular signal is related with
other signals, and how functional signal updates interact
with side-e�ective event handlers. �e similar illustration of
timeline can also be found in Elmsvuur [3] that applies the
timeline to show multi-tier communication.

Using traces to incorporate the notion of time to enable
programmers navigate over the execution was �rst proposed
in trace-based debugging [10]. Several trace-based debug-
ger have been developed for OO languages [5, 9, 11]. �ese
debuggers visualize global traces that consist of execution
threads and method calls, as well as local traces for particular
data or control �ows, to facilitate navigation over execution.
Based on RP, our tool puts more emphasis on showing log-
ical timing for computations in RP such as signal update
propagations and event handler calls.

6 Conclusions and Future Work
A tool that visualizes the execution history, which consists of
signal update propagations and event handler calls, has been
introduced. We designed a time-traveling visualizer where
we can overview the history of update propagations in a
connected signal network and its associated event handlers.
We have argued that this tool makes debugging of reactive
applications easier, as it helps us to �nd some anomaly pat-
tern that repeated over time in the data stream. We have also
argued that this tool enhances program comprehension in
RP languages. Our prospections are, however, not validated
in the paper.

As future research, we are planning to conduct some con-
trolled experiments to answer the aforementioned research
questions. In this experiments, we will measure both time
and bug detection rate with and without using our tool. We
will also provide several tasks to understand programs in a
RP language to novice subjects and measure a percentage of
correct answers with and without using our tool.
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